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This invention pertains to the art of heating 
?uids in tubes, and especially to tubular heaters 
employing upright banks of vertical, horizontal 
or inclined tubes disposed within and ‘along an 
enclosing. wall de?ning a heating space contain 
ing a burner which isadapted to heat the tubes 
by radiation at least at a level near the burner. 
The invention is, more particularly, concerned 
withimp'roving heaters of such classes by pro 
viding means for admitting into the space be 
tween the burner and the tubes a current of 
shielding" gas which is semi-opaque to thermal 
radiation for selectively shielding di?erent por 
tions of the tube bank from ?ame radiation, e. g., 
selectively shielding certain tubes or groups of’ 
tubes, vor selectively shielding certain-parts of 
the tubes as against other parts of the same 
tubes. , The invention is further concerned with 
a method ofcontrolling or equalizing the heating 
of the tubes by radiation through the use of such 
currents of shielding gas. 
The heater and method according to the inven 

tion are particularly useful in’ applying heat to 
process ?uids ‘for carrying out chemical reactions 
or forv preheating hydrocarbon ?uids near the 
point of decomposition, where a good control and 
even heat input to the several tubes are of more 
importance than in the ordinary preheating of 
oil-for viscosity corrections or simple process pre 
heating. ' A few speci?c examples of the opera 
tions in' which a heater of the type herein con 
sidered¢is useful‘ are: the conversion of ethylene‘ 
dichloride to form vinyl chloride, which is an 
endothermic reaction taking place at about 960° 
F., the dehydrogenation of alcohols or of gaseous 
hydrocarbons, which takes place at about 1000° 
F.;' andfthe cracking or catalytic dehydrogena 
tion'of'h'ydrocarbon oils. > 

Tubular heaters of the known types, often 
known as re?nery heaters, commonly are con 
structed with vertical, cylindrical enclosing‘ walls 
forming of either a circular or polygonal cross 
section, and a single bank of vertical or hori 
zontal radiant tubes disposed symmetrically along 
the wall. They have oneor more oil or gas bum 
ers atgone vertical end of the combustion space, 
eitherat the top or at the bottom, and a ?ue 
outlet at the other end. The area of the tube 
bank which can “see” the burner, _i. e., the por 
tion of the vertical tubes near to the iburner or 
the horizontal tubes which are near to the burn 
er, are heated predominantly by radiant hea-t,: 
while the area of the tube bank toward the ?ue 
outlet which is wholly or partly shielded from 
radiation-by the opaque combustion products or 
by wall structures are heated predominantly by 
convection. , . . 

In heating the more heat-sensitive stocks,v such 
as cracked hydrocarbon distillates or the process 
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quently experienced in regulating the ?ow of heat 
to the tubes. Considering heaters wherein, the 
main burners are located at'a vertical end of 
the combustion space and the combustion gases 

' ascend or descend, two problems are encountered: 
(1) Different tubes or parts of the same tubes 
which lie in different horizontal directions from 
the ?ame do not absorb heat at equal rates. This 
di?iculty is particularly encountered at the level 
wherein radiant heating predominates. (2) Dim 

- culty is encountered in controlling the intensity 
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of heating in the radiant section while supplying 
a desiredv rate of heat to the convection section. 
Thus, it is not feasible with most heaters to effect 
an independent control of the heat supplied to 
the radiant and convection sections. Because 
care must be taken to avoid overheating of the 
tubes in the radiant section when heating such 
heat-sensitive stocks it is not usually feasible to 
permit direct radiation between the main ?ame 
and the tubes, and a solid ba?le or shield is us‘ 
ually interposed. 
The foregoing di?‘iculties may be illustrated by 

considering speci?callyv a heater with vertical 
tubes arranged in a circle within a circular Wall 
and having a burner at the center of the floor, 
and a ?ue at the top. Despite symmetrical dis 
position of the tubes, walls and burner, it is not 
easy to attain even distribution of heat by radia 
tion directly from the burner or burner ?ame to 
the individual tubes, and the tubes are apt to 
become overheated if exposed directly to the in 
tense heat of the ?ame, resulting in undesired 
decomposition and carbonization of the process 
?uid therein. It has, therefore been attempted 
to mount a metallic baffle shielding a portion of 
the radiant section of the tubes from direct'ex 
posure to the ?ame and acting as a radiator to 
supply radiant heat to the shielded portions. 
Such ba?les are in the form of cylinders or up 
wardly divergent cones arranged immediately 
around the ?ame. This arrangement has not 
been su?iciently satisfactory because the metallic 
ba?les often became overheated and underwent 
deformation or became partly dislocated due to 
the weakening of their supporting structures 
when subjected to the high temperature of the 
immediate combustion products of the burner. 
This deviation of the ba?ie from its symmetrical 
positionor other fortuitous irregularities, such 
as unsymmetrical ?ow of combustion gases caused 
by deposition of obstructing deposits in the ?ue 
and resulting in de?ection of the ?ame, has 
caused uneven circumferential distribution of 
radiant heat and has resulted in overheating and 
decomposition or carbonization of the process 
?uid in some of the tubes and partial obstruc 
tion of such tubes. This caused a reduced rate 
of ?ow of ?uid through these tubes which should ’ 

?uids ‘previously enumerated, di?‘iculty 'is-fre- 1.60 have been heated at a correspondingly reduced 
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rate. t is evident that since these tubes were 
instead absorbing heat at an unduly large rate, 
the overheating was rapidly aggravated, and 
often lead to complete plugging of certain tubes. 
Moreover, the amount of heat radiated by the 

baffle to the tubes is dependent in part upon the 
design of the baiiie, and after installation of the 
baffle, the relative amounts of radiant heat ab 
sorbed by different portions of the radiant sec 
tion cannot be varied because the height of the 
ba?ie is ?xed, and the portion of the radiant" 
section of the tubes shielded from the ?ame can 
not be varied. Further, the rate of total radiant 
heating can be varied only by adjusting the burn 
er, which inherently varies also the amount of 
convection heating in other levels of the heater. 
Independent control of the distribution of heat 
between radiant and heating sections has there 
tofore not .been practical in heaters of this type.~ 

It is. an object of the invention to provide 
an improved tubular heater and method of 
heating ?uids flowing through tubes arranged 
in a vertical bank having a radiant section ex 
tending horizontally and vertically with respect 
to a burner inwhich the tubes are heated pre 
dominantly by radiant heating, wherein radiant 
heat of substantially uniform or controllable in 
tensity is distributed among the different tube 
surfaces at different horizontal locations of the 
tube bank, e. g.', wherein such heat is controll 
ably distributed among the several vertical tubes 
or to diiferent parts of horizontal tubes; by' 
means of a protective wall of shielding gas the 
radiant opacity of which is adjusted in different 
horizontal directions. 
Another object is to provide an improved tu 

bular heater and method of heating ?uids ?ow 
ing through tubes arranged in a vertical bank 
having a radiant section in which the tubes are 
heated predominantly by radiant heating, where 
in the flow of radiant heat to different levels of 
the. radiant section is adjustable during oper 
ation of the heater by means of a protective 
wall of shielding gas which is semi-opaque to 
ward radiant heat the height of which is ad-‘ 
justed to shield'the radiant section of the bank 
to varying heights. I 
Another object is to provide an improved tu 

bular heater and heating method of the type~= 
indicated in the foregoing object wherein the‘ 
radiant heating can be controlled more or less. 
independently of the convection heating. 

Still another object is to provide‘ a tubular 
heater having a vertical bank of tubes, disposed 
either horizontally or vertically, along enclos 
ing walls, such as cylindrical which may be cir-» 
cular, polygonal or rectangular, having a main 
burner at one vertical end of the combustion, 
space and means for supplying a current. of 
semi-opaque shielding gas which ascends or de 
scends between the main burner and the bank 
of tubes. Ancillary thereto, it is’ an object to 
control the distribution of radiant heat by con 
trolling the temperature and/or rate of ?ow of 
the shielding gas at different parts of the cur 
rent. Another ancillary object is tocontrol the 
total amount of radiant heating by varying the 
velocity of the shielding gas so as to vary the 
height of the shield formed thereby. 

It is a further object to simplify the con 
struction of the heaters‘ of the type; described 
by replacing the radiant baffle or metallic shield 
with a sheath of gases admitted as an annular 
current surrounding the burner or burners, and 
to provide" an improved method of heating. 
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4 
which may be applied to already existing heate 
ers not equipped. with the features of ‘the in 
vention by‘a' comparatively simple ‘alteration to 
such installations where overheating of tubes or 
excessive carbonization of the process ?uids has 
occurred. 7 

, It is knownthat many gases, such as carbon 
dioxide, steam, sulfur dioxide, methane, am 
‘monia, and hydrogen chloride are semi-opaque 
to heat rays and restrict the radiation between 
surfaces of solids'and radiating solids or vapors, 
such as. ?ames,- while a few gases, particularly 
the homopolar gases nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen 
and chlorine, are largely diathermanous or 
transparent to heat rays. (See McAdams, Heat 
Transmission, ?rst ed., 1933, chapter. III.) .-It is 
also known to admit such semi-opaque gases. 
into the ?re box of a still horizontally beneath. 
the. horizontal tubes to reduce the radiant heat-4 
ing of the tubes from the ?ame. _ (See -U. S. ~ 
1,821,326.) No heater, however, is known for efr 
fecting selective or adjustable, control of radia- 
tion to different parts of the heating of tubes. 
arranged in vertical banks in accordance, with. 
the foregoing objects. . _ 

Now, according to the present invention, the; 
heater has an upright bank of tubes disposed 
either vertically or horizontally or inclined 
along an enclosing wall and exposed to one or, 
more burners, such as oil or gas burners, in a. 
radiation zone providing a source of radiations,’ 
such as ?ame or an incandescent glowing body. 
Radiation from the source of radiations to dif 
ferent parts of the tube bank is controlled by 
?owing a current of shielding gas which is semi— 
opaque toward heat rays,. such as combustion 
gases formed by an auxiliary burner or burners 
or by recirculation of flue gas, or steam, from a 
linear source substantially vertically' into the 
space between the source of, radiation and the 
tube bank, in the same direction as the combus 
tion gases from the radiating burner, to form‘, a 
protective wall of vertically moving gas‘ and 
controlling the' radiation-transmitting char 
acteristics of the wall at diiferent parts of the 
tube bank to controlradiation, to the tubev bank. 
The characteristics of the wall may be con 
trolled by changing the vertical extent of the, 
protective wall and/or, the opacity of the protec- , 
tive wall at di'iferent parts along its length. The 
shielding-gas is, preferablyheated but only to a 
temperature considerably below that of the 
?ame of the radiating burner. 
gas may, prior to admission into they-heater, be 
heated to above the, temperature of the tubes in,v 
the radiant‘ section to-permit eifective heating 
of the tubes, but this is not in every case es? 
sential because they may be brought to the re- 1 
quisite temperature by adsorbing radiant heat 
from the radiating burner. 
commingles with the main combustion gas some 
distance away from the burner and they com, 
bined gases pass out of the heater through the 
?ue at the other end. Y‘ 
The protective or cylindrical wall of semi-. 

opaque shielding gas is admitted from alinearly 
extended source at thesame end ofthecombus~ 
tion' space as the main burner, and the linear 
source may take the form of a slit orxa series'vof 
openings in one end of the-heater.‘ The linear 
source may be straight or curved, e.‘ g: circular, 
and may be supplied with gas from nozzles’ or 
jets or from a communicating gas‘or round bo'x 
supplied by. gasat adjustable pressure. In the 
preferred embodiment air ispassed through the 

The shielding : 

This shielding gas‘ 
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wind box and is heated by a series of auxiliary, 
individually adjustable burners, and mixed with 
the combustion gases of these burners, whereby 
the air is made semi-opaque and the tempera 
ture of the shielding gas at different portions of, 
thelinear source can be adjusted independently 
for varying the shielding effect. According to 
another embodiment a heated gas, such as steam 
or recirculated ?ue gas is used, and the rate of 
admission of the gas to different parts of the 
linear wall is varied to control the shielding 
effect. In both embodiments the height of the 
shielding wall is adjusted and the shifting of heat 
absorption between the radiant and connection 
sections made possible by controlling the pres 
sure of the shielding gas, whereby the effective 
height of the protective wall and hence, the total 
amount of radiant heating of the tubes at the 
end of the space nearthe main burner can be 
controlled, it being evident that when less heat is 
radiated to the tubes in the radiant section a cor 
respondingly greater (although not necessarily 
equally greater) amount of heat is transferred 
thereto in the convection section if the fuel sup 
ply to the main burner is not altered. 
The term “semi-opaque” as used in this speci 

?cation, has reference to the property of restrict 
ing the radiation of heat through the gas. 
The invention will be described in greater de 

tail with reference to the accompanying draw 
ings forming. a part of this speci?cation and 
showing certain preferred embodiments thereof 
byway of illustration, wherein: 
Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of a heater 

with vertical tubes showing a preferred embodi 
ment of the invention, parts being shown in 
elevation; 
Figure 2 is a horizontal sectional view taken 

on line 2-—2-of Figure 1; 
Figure 3 is an enlarged vertical ‘sectional 

view of one of the auxiliary burners; 
Fig. 3a is a bottom plan view of the auxiliary 

burner of Fig. 3; - ~ 

jFigure 4 is a verticalsectional view of a modi 
?ed heater with horizontal tubes taken on line 
4-4 of Figure 5; and 
Figure 5 is a horizontal sectional view taken 

on line 5-5 of Figure 4. 
Referring to Figures 1-3 in detail, the heater 

consists of a vertical cylindrical enclosure wall 
I of circular cross section and built according 
to standard design of refractory and heat 
insulating materials. It is supported by a struc 
tural steel frame 2 extending sui‘?ciently high 
above the ground to permit access to the burners 
and the wind-box from beneath. The steel 
framevextends into a frusto-conical steel hood 
3 supporting a stack 4. The floor 5 of the com 
bustion space de?ned by the wall I is provided 
with a plurality of holes arranged in a circle 
through which the heater tubes 6 extend verti 
cally. The floor also has a large center opening 
for the main burner ‘I and a second, concentric 
ring of smaller holes for upwardly directed noz 
zles 3 suitable for burning gas and forming auxil 
iary. burners. A circular wind-box 9 is ?tted 
beneath the ?oor opposite the holes for the 
burners 8 and supplied secondary combustion 
and excess air to the auxiliary heaters. The cir 
cle of holes for the burners 8 form a linear 
sourcefor shielding gas, the line being in the 
form of a circle and discontinuous. Each auxil 
iary burner is provided with an adjustable cook 
10 to control the amount of fuel admitted there 
to..'_ Primary combustion air-is admitted to the 
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‘sure in’ the wind-box 9. 
trolled by changing the speed of operation of the > 

6 
auxiliary burners through adjustable air regis 
ters II. The main burner 1 is provided with an 
adjustable cock [2; primary air is admitted 
through an adjustable air register 13 and sec 
ondary combustion air is aspirated through an» 
other adjustable‘air register 14. ‘ 
The lower part I5 of the space within the wall 

constitutes the radiant section, which extends 
upwardly to an annular convection section It 
de?ned by the upperpart of the. wall I and a 
cylinder ll. This cylinder may optionally have 
a cone I8 and is suspended from the header box 
l9 at the top of thecylindrical structure. 
gases from theannular convection section l6 
pass through holes below the header box intov 
the steel hood 3 and out through the stack 4. > A 
platform 20 surrounding the top of the struc 
ture provides accessibility to the header box,‘ 
The tubes 6 are suspended near their top ?anges 
2| by collars 22 which rest on an annular support 
23; they extend downwardly through split rings 
24 near their bottom ?anges ,25. The tubes are 
interconnected by annular manifolds (not shown) 
at their upper and lower ends for passage of‘ 
process ?uid in a plurality of‘parallel streams. 
Air or recirculated. line gas is supplied under 

pressure to the wind-box 9 through a pressurized 
gas duct 26 from a blower 21 which may be oper 
atedat a variable speed to admit air or i‘lue‘gas 
into the wind-box at a controllable rate. A 
damper 28 may be provided in duct 28. The 
blower 2'! may be supplied with fresh air from 
inlet 29 or with flue gas via a duct 30 or with a 
mixture. by adjustment of the damper 3|. 
In operation, the ?uid tobe heated is usually 

admitted to the upper ends of the tubes 6 and 
?ows downwardly. Fuel gas is supplied throughv 
valve l2 to the main burner ‘l to supply the pre 
dominant part of the heat, resulting in a flame 
which heats the tubes 6. It is evident that the 
combustion of gas in the main burner l is pro 
duced by inspiration of air through the register 
l3 and holes [4 by the action of the burner it 
self, although it is within thescope of the inven 
tion to premix gas and combustion-air ahead of 
the burner in mixing devices at gas-air ratios 
near the theoretical mixture for maintaining a 
higher thermal efficiency.v ' 

In order to spread the concentrated radiantv 
e?ect from near the burner and at the same time 
throw a protective shield in between the flame 
and the tubes, a cylindrical wall of cooler, semi 
opaque gas is ejected upwardly through the open 
ings surrounding the auxiliary burners 8 by op 
eration of the blower 21. The auxiliary burners 
8. are charged with fuel gas to heat the ejectedv 
gas; when air is ejected all or part of it may be 
consumed in combustion, or an excess of air may 
be admitted to lower thetemperature of the pro 
tective wall. The ejected gas is heated only to a 
temperature below that of the flame of the main 
burner ‘l and will form an annular wall which 
rises to aiheight dependent upon the velocity of 
the gas which is, in turn, governed by the pres 

The latter can be con 

blower 27'! or adjusting the damper 23. When 
recirculated flue gas of a sufficiently high tem-v 
perature is recirculated the operation of the aux 
iliary burners 8 may at times be unnecessary. 

The supply of shielding gas- serves a double 
purpose: 

Firstly, the protectivewall or cylinder of semi 
opaque gas will reduce radiation from the flame 
of the main burner to the lower, portions .of the 

Flue I 
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tubes, thereby lessening the danger of overheat 
ing them; it therefore performs the function of a 
solid radiating baflle used in the prior art. After 
rising to above the level of the high radiant effect 
of the main burner ?ame the protective wall of 
shielding gas will break up or diil'use toward the 
center of the space l5 and the gas becomes com 
mingled with the hot combustion gases from the 
central burner so that the shielding gas becomes 
heated and radiation of heat from the gases to 
the tubes can occur above the break-up level. 
The effective height of theprotective- wallcan be 
controlled by varying the rate of gas new from’ 
the wind-box. It is thereby possible to regulate 
the radiation of heat to different levels of the 
bank of tubes. Aside from regulating the. dis 
tribution of radiant heat, this effects some control 
over the relative amounts of radiant and convec 
tion heating, it being evident that when a protec 
tive wall which is more opaque to heat rays is used 
the total amount of radiant heat adsorbedby the 
tubes is reduced for a given heat output of the 
main burner; a large part of the heat which 
would otherwise be absorbed as radiant heat is 
then adsorbed in the convection section l6. 

Secondly, by the individual control and setting 
of the several burner cocks 16 of the auxiliary 
burners the temperature and the composition of 
the shielding gas can be controlled at different 
circumferential points of the heater. It is there 
by possible to apply a correction for uneven heat~ 
ing among the tubes which is often encountered 
even when the heater walls, tube and walls are 
arranged in perfect symmetry about the vertical 
axis. rl'hus, the temperatures of the individual 
tubes or of groups of tubes in different. sectors 
can be determined by thermocouples applied, for 
example, in wells indicated at 32, and local over 
heating of certain tubes can be prevented by‘low 
ering the rate of fuel gas admission to the corre 
sponding auxiliary burners and lowering the tem 
perature of the shielding gas in that sector. 
The effect of supplyinggas of a lower tempera 

ture may be understood by considering the effect 
of. the semi-opaque gas. Some of the radiating 
heat from the flame of the main burner and its 
immediate combustion products will pass through 
the protective gas wall depending upon its degree 
of opacity to the radiant heat passage. Another 
part of the radiated heat will act on the surface 
of this wall and will be in part reflected and, in 
part, absorbed by it; some of this'is' again radiated 
to the tubes. . 

When the auxiliary burners 3 are turned down, 
two effects occur: the reduced temperature of the 
gas increases the opacity and the radiation from 
the gas to the tubes is decreased. The opacity 
can be further increased by adding steam or 
water vapor in the form of humid air to the 
atmosphere of the gas wall, e. g., by spraying into 
the wind-box. ’ 

The invention is not limited to the use of diluted 
combustion gas as a protective means against 
excessive radiation. The same arrangement can 
be utilized for other gases; thus, it is possible to 
supply steam through the cooks I0 and utilize 
the burners- 8 as nozzles instead of as burners. 
Air or recirculated ?ue gas may be fed through 
the wind-box 9 iii-addition to the steam, or steam 
may be employed alone. The same controls over 
radiation e?ects as were previously considered are 
possible in this case: The opacity of the shield 
ing gas can be varied by varying the relative 
amounts of steam and air, while the height of the 
protective wall can be varied‘ by varying the up 
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8 
ward velocity. Control of tubes in different sec 
tors can be achieved by control of the individual 
cocks 10 to admit more or less steam to different 
sectors, thereby changing the temperature and/or 
the composition and opacity of the gas in different 
sectors. It should be noted that the use of the 
wind-box 8 is optional when steam is used and 
that suf?cient air can be admitted by the inspir 
ating effect of the steam jets or the burner 
tubes and nozzles which act to assist the natural 
draftof the‘ heater. 
As was noted above, the invention may also be 

applied to other forms of heaters, such as those’ 
having horizontal tubes extending along straight 
walls. Such a heater is shown in Figures 4 and 5 
wherein 33 denotes the heater walls which are 
supported on a. framework as was described for 
Figures 1—3 and along which are disposed vertical 
banks of horizontal radiant heater tubes 34 which 
may be connected in any suitable manner, e. g., 
for parallel ?ow of several streams of process ?uid 
or in series. 
in the upper, constricted part of the heater, below 
the upwardly convergent.steel'hood 36 and stack 
31. 
length of the heater, but one stack will su?ice in 
most cases. A series of main burners 38 are 
mounted in a row and extend through holes in 
the lower floor 39. 
For preventing excessive radiation from the 

burner a pair of wind-boxes 40 are mounted be 
neath the lower floor. Each box communicates 
with the space above through a slit 4|. The slit 
is a straight, continuous linear source of shield 
ing gas. The wind-box is fed by a pressurized 
gas duct 42 connected to a blower 43 which may 
be operated at adjusted speed and which takes 
suction either from the atmosphere through an 
inlet 44 or from the hood 36 through a duct 45, 
depending upon the setting of the damper 46. 
A damper 41 may be produced in the duct 42. A 
plurality of auxiliary burners 48 extend through 
the Wind-box and through enlargements in the 
slits 4| to provide jet flames at points along the 
slit. These burners are supplied with fuel gas 
or steam from a pipe 49. Individual cocks 50 are 
provided to permit the heat release of the several 
auxiliary burners to be adjusted. 
The operation and control of the heater ac 

cording to Figures 4 and 5 are the same as those 
previously described, with the difference that the 
protective wall of semi-opaque gas is ?at instead 
of annular. 

I claim as my invention: 
1; Method of heating ?uids sensitive to ex 

cessive temperatures comprising ?owing said ?uid 
through a plurality of vertical tubes disposed as. 
an annulus about an enclosed space forming a. 
radiant section of a heater; supplying heat. to 
said tubes by operating a burner emitting radiant 
heat which is located centrally within and near 
to the lower end of said radiant section to gen 
erate combustion products; withdrawing said 
combustion products from. the space; shielding 
the lower portions. of said tubes against. excessive 
radiant heating from said burner by distributing 
circumferentially- a portion of saidv withdrawn 
combustion products as a shielding gas that is 
semi-opaque to heat rays and ejecting said gas 
generally upwardly into the space between the 
burner and the tubes to form a substantially 
vertical,’ annular protective wall of continuously 1 
ascending shielding gas that is separate from the 
immediate combustion products of the main 
burner at least at the lower portions of said 

Connection tubes 35 are mounted 

There may be a plurality of stacks along the. 
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tubes; and adjusting the relative radiation-trans- ’ 
mitting characteristics of di?‘erent portions of 
said protective wall to control the radiation from 
said burner to di?erent portions of said tubes by 
commingling said shielding gas'at a plurality of 
circumferentially distributed points thereof with 
another ?uid by controlling the rate of admission 
of said other ?uid independently at said plurality 
of points. 

2. The method according to claim 1 wherein 
the said other ?uid is hot combustion gases gen 
erated by operating a plurality of auxiliary 
burners at said plurality of points and the com 
position and rates of admission of said hot com 
bustion gases are controlled independently by 
admitting varying amounts of combustion air 
to said auxiliary burners and regulating the sup 
ply of fuel thereto. _ 

3. A tubular heater comprising an enclosing 
wall; a vertical bank of tubes disposed along said ‘ 
wall; a ?ue outlet at a vertical end of the heater; 
an end wall opposite to said ?ue outlet; a burner 
adapted to emit heat radiations directly to said 
tubes and spaced vertically from said ?ue outlet 
within said heat and opposite said bank; a duct " 
for pressurized gas on the outside of said end 
wall ; one or more openings through said end wall 
establishing communication between said duct 
and the interior of the heater and extending along 
a line, said openings being disposed to direct 
pressurized gas into the space between the bank 
of tubes and the burner to form a current of said 
gas that is initially separate from the combustion 
products of the main burner; means for supply- " 
ing to said duct under pressure a gas that is ' 
semi-opaque to heat rays; a plurality of nozzles 
located at the end wall and distributed along 
said line for admitting ?uid into corresponding 
portions of the gas admitted from said duct at 
different points along said line to become a part 
of said current; means separate from said duct 
for supplying a ?uid other than said gas to said 
nozzles; and means for regulating the rates of 
admission of ?uid to said nozzles independently K 

40 

of one another, whereby the characteristics of the ‘ 
parts of the current ?owing at di?erent points 
along said line can be varied independently of 
one another. 

4. A tubular heater comprising an enclosing , 
wall; a vertical bank of tubes disposed along said 
wall; a ?ue outlet at a vertical end of the heater; 
an end wall opposite to said ?ue outlet; a main 
burner adapted to emit heat radiations directly 
to said tubes and spaced vertically from said ?ue 
outlet within said heat and opposite said bank; 
a duct for pressurized gas on the outside of said 
end wall; one or more openings through said end 
wall establishing communication between said 
duct and the interior of the heater and extending 
along a line, said openings being disposed to di 
rect pressurized gas into the space between the 
bank of tubes and the main burner to form a 
current of said gas that is initially separate from 
the combustion products of the main burner; 
means for supplying to said duct under pressure 
a gas that is semi-opaque to heat rays; a plurality 
of auxiliary burners located at the end wall and 
distributed along said line so as to discharge 
combustion products therefrom'into said semi 
opaque gas directed from said openings for heat 
ing corresponding portions of said gas admitted 
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at different points along said line; and means for 
regulating the heat outputs of said auxiliary 
heaters independently of one another, whereby 
the temperature of the gas admitted at different 
points along said line can be varied independently 
of one another. ' ‘ ' ' _ 

5. In combination with the heater according 
to claim 4, a ?ue duct interconnecting the flue 
outlet with the said means for supplying gas 
to said duct for pressurized gas, the latter means 
being a blower for recirculating ?ue gas into 
the last-mentioned duct. 4 

6. A tubular heater comprising a cylindrical 
wall of, circular cross-section enclosing a vertical 
chamber; a plurality of vertical heating tubes 
disposed‘ along said wall as a circular ring of 
tubes; a ?ue outlet at the top of the chamber; 
a burner located centrally near the bottom of 
the chamber and adapted to emit heat radiations 
directly to the lower parts of said tubes; at 
wind-box beneath‘ said chamber; means for sup 
plying gas under pressure to said wind-box; one 
or more passageways between the wind-box and 
said chamber and communicating with the latter 
along a circular line also near the bottom and dis 
posed to direct pressurized gas into the space as 
a substantially cylindrical current that is sep 
aparate from the combustion products of said 
burner and ?ows upwardly into the space be 
tween said burner and the ring of tubes; a plu 
rality of nozzles arranged substantially along said 
circular line for admitting a ?uid upwardly into 
said current; means separate from said wind 
box for supplying a ?uid other than said gas to 
said nozzles; and means for regulating the rates 
of admission of ?uid to said nozzles independent 
ly of one another, whereby the characteristics of 
the parts of the current flowing at di?erent points 
along said line can be varied independently of 
one another. 

7. The heater according to claim 6 wherein the 
said nozzles are burners and the ?uid admitted 
thereto is a, fuel, said burners being provided with 
air registers for admitting primarycombustion 
air. 
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